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GLOSSARY

Albarello A maiolica iar, usually tall and waisted, used especially as a container for drugs.
Blowing-iron Blow-pipe.
Came A channelled piece of metal (usually lead) to hold and divide the panes or pieces of a

composite window.
Cbair A chair with special arms for manipulating and shaping vessels etc, used by the 'gaffer', or
leader of the glassmaking team.
Crown Window glass made by blowing a bulb or balloon, transferring this from blowing-iron to
pontil, cutting it off the former; the opened bulb was then rapidly rotated on the end of the

Pontil, and eventually opened out into a flat circular sheet, with 'bull's-eye' at the centre where
it was attached to the pontil.
Cullet Broken pieces of glass added to frit to reduce the melting temperature of the glass, and
improve its hardness and clarity.
Flasb A thin layer of glass of another colour, eg red on white.
Forest industry The manufacture of glass in the forests of Europe north of the Alps, using forest
products - bracken, tree ash etc - to produce potash as flux (Waldglas).
Fit The result of the first process of glassmaking - mixing sand and potash (or soda) and
heating these moderately (to some 700-800'C). The materials partially fused, and threw up a

'scum' which had to be removed. The cake of frit left was then broken into a pot (crucible), and
cullet, and other ingredients if required, added, to be heated to say ll00-1200'C, producing
usable glass.
Glory-bole Access holes of furnace, opposite each crucible.
Grozed Edge cut with grozing iron - a son of shears - leaving a nibbled effect.
Kick The re-€ntrant base of a bonle etc.
Leer or lebr Annealing furnace.
Maruer A flat surface on which a gather (gob or lump) of glass could be rolled to prepare it for
working up (on the end of the blowing-iron or pontil), or applied decoration could be smoothed
into the surface of a vessel etc.
Muff rilindow glass made by blowing a cylinder, slining it along its length, and opening it out
to form a rectangular pane.
Pontil A long iron or iron-tipped rod for handling glass in the making, eg a vessel, or the early
stages of muff or crown.
Potarcbing Preheating a pot (crucible) before it went into the furnace for melting ('working')
glass, to prevent its cracking or bursting under the great heat.

Quarrel A cut piece of glass, usually diamond-shaped, forming part of a window.
Trail A thin strip of glass applied to the surface of a vessel etc, as decoration.
Welting-off Knocking off waste glass from the end of blowing-iron or pontil.
Wrytben decoration Diagonal ribbing made by twisting vertical moulded ribs, or by moulding.

SUMMARY

This paper describes the results of the excavation by the Surrey Archaeological Society, from
1965 to 1973, of a hitherto unknown and unrecorded glasshouse, and discusses their impli-
cations. The glasshouse was completely excavated, and all its structures and features were
investigated. It dates from the 1550s, and represents the final stage of the "Early" phase of
Wealden (Forest) glass in England. The glasshouse consisted of two working (melting) furnaces
of standard rectangular nofthern European (Forest) type, one of which had been rebuilt; a

horizontal two-chamber furnace designed for annealing crown sheets (so far unique in
England); a cullet store; a tip of furnace waste; a working floor; and two claypits. The site is of
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national importance, at the least. This derives from the annealing furnace, from the rare

possibility of being able to distinguish, with reasonable confidence, local manufacture from
-ullet brought in from elsewhere, and from the unusually comprehensive range of glass

produced in the middle years of the l6th century.

THE SITE
(For fuller details see Microfiche 5)

Discwery. The site of the mid-l6th century glasshouse at Knightons, Alfold, Surrey, was found
in May 1965 by F W Holling, then Curator of the Guildford Museum, when walking in Sidney
Wood. It appeared to be unrecorded and untouched. By permission of the site owners, the
Forestry Commission, its excavation was undertaken by volunteers under the auspices of the

Surrey Archaeological Society, directed by E S Wood (with Mr Holling's collaboration for the

first two seasons), from October 1965 to May 1973.

Lwation, geolog etc. The glasshouse stands some /+ mile (400m) north of the lTth century house

of Old Knightons, along a forest track, close to the parish boundary of Alfold and Dunsfold
(see map, fig 2). It lies on the edge of a bank some 6m above, and just south of a stream; a

smaller stream bounds the site on the west. The subsoil is stiff Wealden clay. The furnaces

were built with blocks of sandstone from the Hythe beds of the Lower Greensand, set in local

clay (TQ 0t7 tr4).

Dating. The glasshouse is closely dated to the 1550s by a coin of 1550, by archaeomagnetic
dating, and by the nature and spread of the glass assemblage. The glass itself is predominantly
of Kenyon's Early type (Kenyon 1967).

THE EXCAVATED FEATURES

(For fuller details see Microfiche 14-24)
An overall plan is given at fig 3.

The glasshouse consisted of the following structures and other features:

Furnaces

Furnace t (fig +) occupied a central position, and may well have been the original main working
furnace. It was of the traditional medieval Wealden (forest, or Northern European) tyPe -
rectangular single-chamber, with central fire-trench with a siege or clay and stone bank on each

side, on which three crucibles stood. It measured 4.46by 3.23m outside, and 3.16by 2.3m

inside. It had been heavily robbed, and one side was marked by a robber-trench only; but the

west wall was intact for two courses (Plate l), and was continuous, indicating that the fire was

fed from the east end only - the hearth indeed was found. The fire-trench was 76 cm wide; the

sieges were the same width, but had been reduced in height to only some l0 cm. A patch of
solid u'aste glass occurred at the NE end of the fire-trench, no doubt the result of a burst or
overturned crucible. The same area also contained a l.5cm thick layer of unburnt sand, some

1.5 by 2.45 m, which appears to rePresent a sand-store.

Furnau z (fig +) At an undetermined point in its life, Furnace I was dismantled and replaced by

another of iimilar form (F2), built so close alongside that it overlapped the remains of the

former Fl. It was well-built, of good stones; the only surviving corner consisted of one large

square stone. F2 was slightly narrower than Fl, its dimensions were 4.3 by 2.76 m outside, and

l.lA by 1.84 m inside; the sieges and fire-trench were 60cm wide. These dimensions may have
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Fig 3 Knightons glasshouse. Generalised plan of site, based on excavations.

been thought the optimum for this type of furnace.

Furnace j (fig 5) of the same typ€ as Fl and F2,lay with its NW corner only one metre from the

SE corner of Fl, bnt ran almost due N-S. It was almost entirely robbed out, but its layout was

fairly reliably recovered. It was liberally scattered with lump glass, frit and scum from fritting;
the iatter *ai presumably its main function, although crucibles could also have been made in it.
(These furnaces are discussed on Microfiche 15-8)'

Furnace 4 lay some l.5m west of F3. This was something entirely different. It consisted of two
squarish chambers set diagonally to each other, and sharing a common wall for one metre'
within which was a gap of 60'cm, representing a passage for hot gases to pass from one chamber

to the other (Plate Z). Ttre lowest two courses of the walls survived (except for the east wall of
the east charnber), and were made of roughly squared stones, giving a neat effect almost like
that of well-laid masonry. Some of the stones were burnt through, and could have come from
the dismantled F I (Plate 3). The west chamber was 1.92 by l. 17 m internally, the east 2.15 by
1.5 3 m; the stones of the walls were some 22cm square, laid in two rows side by side, with clay

and not mortar (fig 6). The floors of both chambers were clear, and both were reddened by
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Fig 4 Furnaces I and 2, excavation plan, showing F2 replacing Fl.

burning. The natural clay round F4 was unburnt, implying only moderate temperature inside
the furnace.

Both chambers had lying on their floors pieces of crucible (Plate 4), bonle necks and bases
(Plate 5), and pieces of crown glass, some piled in layers (Plate 6). The east chamber also
yielded a base silver shilling of Edward VI, 1550 (see Microfiche l2). Pieces of iron strap could
imply racks for supporting the ware to be annealed.

For this exceptional furnace, so far unique in Britain, was clearly used for annealing, and
designed moreover for taking crown sheets. The chambers must have had long horizontal slit
openings to take these sheets, on the lines of that illustrated in the French EnryclEedie of 1765
(fig l2). The type may be of ultimately Syrian origin, brought to Europe with the making of
crown during the Crusades.-The presence of similar products, and the equal burning of the
floors, in both chambers, implies that, as atJamestown (1608) (fig 30), the furnace was meant
for continuous production, each chamber being 6red and used alternately. Tiles found over the
chambers suggest that this furnace stood under the roof of a shed. (The important implications
of this furnace are fully discussed on Microfiche 38-42).
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EXCAVATION OF A GLASSHOUSE AT KNIGHTONS, ALFOLD II

Fig 5 Furnace 3, excavation plan.

Other features (these are all described on Microfiche 19-24)

Tbe space betweEn Fj and Fq may have been floored with pieces of stone. But if so, all that
remained were two irregular lines of stones ioining the corners of the east chamber of F4 with
the west wall of F3. In one of these was a cavity which might have becn a posthole (Plate 7).

Cullet Store This occupied a central position iust west of F2. It appeared to have two phases,

represented by two adioining rectangular heaps at right angles to each other, presumably once

contained in wooden cases - the earlier, running E-W, approximately 2.5 by 1.25m; the later,
N-S, 1.25 by 1.25 m. As found, the cullet was closely packed, in a layer l5cm thick. It
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Plate t We* end of Furnarc t, shrnting end wall, and part oJ tlx tuo siege-banks, usith fre+rencb betttseen

Plate z Furnace 4. Ooerall uiett: Jron the north. Tbe west chamber in foreground; tlx furtlnr ranging-pole lies in
tlx (ragmentary) east cbamber.

,t*
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Plate .1 F'urnace 4. South uull oJ L^est chumher, shau-ing rougb$ squared stones, rome humt

'Pbqt:M.ry

f'urnace 4. l\test chamher purtialh etcut'aled, shou^itg pieces rl crucihle ttnd crrrsn glus
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Plate 7 Stones between farnarcs j and 4. Tbe foot rule lies user a small ptst hole or tree-root.

Plate 8 brge psthole SE of I'urwace t
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Plate 9 The Waste Tip unfur excatsation, sbuling the dzxse concentration of broken material.

contained some 12000 pieces, nearly all weathered and Early, representing most of the products
of the glasshouse, and some brought in from elsewhere (see Microfiche 54).

Sbed

Enough evidence was found to suggest strongly the presence of a shed covering the main

working area of the glasshouse. Tiles were found in the area of the furnaces; a large posthole

o..,rr..l l.5m south-east of F I (Plate 8); and a flat stone which could have been a padstone lay

sourh of F4. But the probable outline of such a shed could not be established.

Working foor
Much of the area north of F4 and the Cullet Store and up to the edge of the stream-bank was

covered with a spread of stones, which probably represents a working floor. It contained some

patches of burnt-stones. Another floor may have linked Fl and F4; and south of F3 stones may

represent the entrance to the glasshouse from the forest track.

Clayits
At both west and east ends of the site were claypits. Just west of the working area was an

irregular pit cut into the clay bank, 12.92m from north to south, and 7 .69m from east to west.

Its lurpoie appeared to be to provide clay for building and repairing the furnaces, and for
closing-the gloiy-holes during firing. At the point on the edge of the pit nearest F4, waste

materlal froir ciearing the furnaces had been tipped (Plate 9), and this tip - an,unusual and

valuable find - contained, besides crucible (eg that in Plate l0), a selection of the glass products

of the furnaces. This, with the cullet, yielded a comprehensive view of the local products,
which indeed constituted a wide range of the glassware current in the mid-l6th century.
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Plate to Massixe base of crucibk, containing Jused warte
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The claypit on the east of the site, close to F2, was a roughly rectangular trench 6. 15 by
2.46m, and60-90cmdeep. Ateachendof thiswasashortchannelleadingtotheedgeof the
stream-bank, which could act as overflows into the stream. This pit could have been used for
washing materials, vessels and tools; for mixing water with ash from the fuel wood, and lime,
to make potash suitable for glassmaking; or for preparing clay for potmaking.

The area surrounding the structures and features just described was sounded in all directions
until all traces of glassmaking activities ceased. It is reasonably certain that the entire glass-

house, with all its components, has been uncovered.

THE FINDS

Glass

The glass is widely representative of its period, consisting of window, vessel, drinking glasses,

bottles, domestic ware (eg hour-glasses, smoothers), medical ware (eg urinals), and distilling
apparatus. A few pieces of cullet are coloured, and a few decorated.

The glass phases represented are discussed on Microfiche 42; the analyses and their
implications on Microfiche 43-6; the particular problem of the coloured glass on Microfiche
48; the distilling apparanrs, and the possible special connection of Knightons with the world of
alchemy, is discussed on Microfiche 50-4; and the cullet problem on Microfiche 54-5. The
glass itself is described and commented on below.

A considerable quantity of glass was recovered, weighing 6l.5kg (137 lbs), and estimated to
number about 12000 pieces. The waste tip was only sampled. Most of this mass of bits was of
course amorphous flat or curved. But some 320 pieces were diagnostic or significant, and are
listed below. This figure is about 2.6% of the total, and even when allowance is made for crown
rims not counted, cutoffs and unexcavated waste, the percentage of diagnostic pieces to the
total is unlikely to exceed 34%. Of the cullet most is clearly of local manufacture, and only 46

diagnostic pieces (0.38Vo, sty 0.4% to allow for cutoffs, or 15% of the pieces listed) were
unquestionably brought from elsewhere. Almost all the glass is weathered, and of Early type.
Of the listed items some 40 pieces are of the hard, clear, bluish-green Late type - 0.33% of the
total, and l2.5Vo of the listed pieces.

(The items below are all from the Cullet Store unless otherwise stated; and many of those not
so found may also be regarded as cullet, not furnace waste).

Coloured Glass
(Not painted; all the coloured glass, both painted and not painted, is window glass)

Blue, derk
Two pieces thin, thickness l.5mm
One piece thick, thickness 3mm
One broken diamond or triangle, ,lcm by l.5cm by 2mm, with scratched lines parallel to the
long edges

Blue, mid pale
Six pieces, l.5mm thick

Purple
One piece, 2mm thick, Late quality
One piece, l.5mm thick, one side straight, with scratch parallel to it
Mauve
One piece, 2mm, Late quality (from F4 area)
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3

Painted glass: l. manganese, showing lettering; 2. red on pale blue; 3. broken narrow triangle, clear with red
linear pattern, one side grozed;4. broken diamond, clear, with red pattern; 5. clear, with pale red (or yellowl)
pattern of lines and strokes. (Scale l:l).

\ x \,u,r

Fig 7
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Red flash on white
One piece, 2mm
Two pieces, l.5mm
One piece, lmm
One small cut-off, crescentic, l.5mm

Red, dark solid
One piece, l.5mm, Late quality

Red, pale solid
One piece, l.5mm thick

Red, deep
Flash on muff (?), edge piece marked with single line on one side and three, which are not

parallel on the other (see page 37).

Painted Glass

Purple (mangaaese)
On! iriegrrl"r quadrilateral piece, 2.5mm thick. The lower part of this has lefters, apParently

stencilled', o, *o.. probably wax-resist, in a roughly painted white band. The letters visible

are:- Upper right-hand tip of a serif; an L, complete, 7mm high, upright a-rm nearly 2mm

wide; neaily-cJmplete A. Above the lefters are painted parallel white bands:- 2mm, lmm gap.

2mm, 3mm gap. lmm, 2mm gap. Then white 3mm to edge of piece. The piece is- 32mm long

across this se-quence, 30mm -idi "t 
the funhest painted band, but only 20mm at the lett€ring.

The lettering and decoration appear to be on a very slight curve, but the piece is too small to be

ceftain on this. (fig 7:l)

Blue
One broken diamond, sides 6cm, width 4.5cm, with a band of red circles between two red lines

- two on each side of it - all on a curve as of a circle; a thin red line, l.5mm wide, parallel to

upper left edge (fig 7:2)

Green ('white')
Two pieces painted red all over, lmm thick, one has a scratched line (see p,37) 

-

One broken io.tg ."..o- triangle, now 5.5cm by 2cm at widest, by 2mm thick, long edges

grozed; a red linear design on one side (fig 7:3)

L)ne broken diamond, 3.icm side by 2.5cm wide by 2mm thick, grozed; a red linear design on

one side (fig 7:4)
One clear. Late, lmm thick, with red line and dot on one side (not illustrated)

One clear, Late, l.5mm thick, with thin red lines and short detached strokes on one side (fig

/i)l

whire (?) soda
One piece, l.5mm thick, with white marvered trail pattern:- plain band, crowned lines, and

wavy- band. The marvered band is impressed 0.5mm (not illustrated)
One piece, lmm, with white marvered bands 2mm wide, with cable Pattern between (not

illustrated)
One piece with thin parallel trails, not marvered (not illustrated)
These are vessel pieces.

Marked-out
One piece whitish thin, lmm, marked in parallel lines l.5cm apart (fig. 8:6)

Shapes

One triangle on crown edge, 5 by 4 by 6 cm, one side straight, the long side snapped or grozed
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in short Iengths to form a curved edge, 2mm (fig 9:8)
One triangle, grozed, 2mm thick, sides 4cm, 4cm, and 5cm (fig 9:7)
One diamond, side 3cm by 2.5cm wide, lmm thick, broken (nbt illustrated).

Cut-offs
A considerable number of crescents on crown edges with grozed or snapped straight edge, and
of various sizes (not illustrated).

Small Roundels or Discs
Six were found all of different sizes:-
2.2crn diam by lmm thick (not illustrated)
2.8cm by 3mm (not illustrated)
3cm oval by 2.3cm by 7mm (fig 9:10)
3.3cm by lmm (not illustrated)
3.7cm by lmm (fig 9:9)
,lcm by 7mm (not illustrated)
These are all green, ie uncoloured, two rather Late in quality. They are flat on both faces,
except one which has one face slightly convex. The largest one has a pontil mark taking up
most of one face, and looks like a crown bull's-eye. The three thickeit seem to have 6een
shaped by clipping in short mosdy straight cuts. Roundels occurred at Blunden's Wood also
(Wood 1965, 65-7). Their origin and purpose is not readily apparent. The thin ones could have
been used in windows; the clipped ones may be waste aftei quarrels were cut out of larger
sheets.

Muff
Much must be included among the thousands of unidentifiable pieces of flat glass, but five
pieces show an edge:-
One is Late, bluish green, l.5mm thick
One is Late, yellowish green, 2mm
One is Early, and as though squared off, 2.5mm
Two, lmm thick, Late, one bluish, one yellowish (this is presumably cullet from elsewhere
(not illustrated).

Beaker Bases

With applied milled bands.
One is complete, 4.3mm diam, with remains of the walls; milling 4mm deep and flanish ridges
4mm apart (fig 10:12)
One is broken, but two-thirds present, 4.7cm diam, bold milling4mm deep,4mm apart (not
illustrated)
The milling on these pieces is rather crude; it is on the outside edge of applied strips or trails
from Smm to 8mm thick, wrapped round the base, and the complete piece showi the over-
lapping endg of the trail. There seems no reason to doubt local manufacture. This type has
been studied by Tait (1967), and shown to be a feature of a tall beaker, commonly deiorated
with a broken spiral trail of squarish flat 'islands' in relief. The spiral normally continues right
to the apex of the kick, as in the example from Culross (Tait 1967, 95, fig 3) but this seems to
be absent in the Knightons examples whose decorative scheme, if any, cannot be determined.

Ihgy mly well have been plain. Tait shows that the type appears to centre in the Antwerp area
of the Netherlands, but was made in Germany and England also; it dates from the latei l6th
and early lTth century. The Knightons examples are of clear whitish glass, and Late. The
Knightons pieces are useful additions to the short list of English parallels, all Late in Wealden
terms:
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6

Fig 8 Marked-out piece. (Scale l:l).

(l) one in the Haslemere Museum, attributed in a note by Kenyon to Ellens Green (No

)6)
(Z) in Guildford Museum (Box 7, ref 854, a base-fragment in thick dark green glass), diam

6.87 cm
Sidney Wood (No 38) several (Kenyon 1967 ' 204')

Buckholt, diam 5.6cm and 7.5cm
St. Weonards (Bridgewater 1963)

Bickerstaffe
Woodchester (Daniels 1950, pls I, II, IX, and see Kenyon 1967 pl XVIII)
Rosedale, showing a form of ihe chequered spiral decoration (Crossley & Aberg 1972'

(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)

--

fig 60, 19)

(9) Hutton (Crossley & Aberg 1972, frg 67, lll-12, l2+)

(10) Newent (Vince 1977)

These beaker bases are unusually small, in contrast to the late l6th century ones., eg.from

Rosedale and Hutton, which are 6cm in diameter and rim 9-llcm. A closer comparison is the

examples from Dion-le-Val, Belgium, cited by Cnrybo1- (1961,+1, figs 5 and 6). These have

bases^of 4.5cm and 5.5cm and hiight of 5-l lcm. These dimensions then may be a sign of early

date. The beafers are either tall and straight, or shorter and flared. Some of the rims at

Knightons could come from this kind of beaker (fig l0: I l).

-]-
7

--
8

Fig 9 Triangles and roundels.

0

--
cm 10
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Fig l0 ll. Beaker rim and 12. base with epplied milled bend. (Scale l:l)

Fig ll Handle. (Scale 1:l).

Handles
These are made of flattened rod and one end is folded over. Two of the three found are

complete:-
One, weathered, 47mm between outside of aftachment areas, which are l2mm across, 27mm
apart inside; stem 8mm by 4mm (fig ll:13)
One, Late glass, 4lmm overall, 22mm inside gap, aftachment areas l0mm diam, stem 6mm by
4mm (not illustrated)
The third, heavily weathered, is a broken fragment (not illustrated).
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Fig 12 Mouldeddecoration: 14. wrythenonvenicalribbing:15. horizontal; 16and 17. vertical; l8' neckofbulbous

bottle, wrythen. (Scale l:l).

/
1

Moulding
One piece appeared at first sight to be the corner of a square bottl.e, eg a small 

-""-gY_.I-! 
bottle,

like t^hat found at Brookland F".-, Wisborough Green (Kenyon 1967, l8l and pl XVI, 3)' A
similar bottle has since then been found at R-ovehurst. But it may be only a rwisted piece of
waste (not illustrated).

The commonest forms of moulded decoration at Knightons are ribbing and wrythen. The ribs

are rounded and 'fluid', and not sharply defined, unless so noted. This ribbing or fluting is

generally vertical. Commoner still is wrythen, and there are a few examples where wrythen

overlies vertical fluting.

Vertical
Three pieces, 4mm thick, of the neck and upper part of a thick heavy flask, ribs 7mm between

centres (fig 12:17)
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Fig ll 19 and 20. Hourglass necks; 21. neck of(t) cupping-glass. (Scale l:l).
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One piece narrow neck, l.8cm diam, ribs 3mm apart (fig 12:16)

Wr$hen
This may be right-hand or left-hand. The pieces are mostly bottle-necks, three with parts of
rims. The ribbing runs up to the projecting rim, except in one case where at least 2cm and one
where lcm is left plain:-
Three pieces left-hand, ribs 3mm, 4mm and 5mm apart (cf fig 12:15)
Thirteen pieces right-hand (not illustrated)
Thirteen pieces of thin, lmm, flask, have ribbing 2mm, 3mm, or 4mm apaft, wrythen, but
appearing almost horizontal (not illustrated)
One small piece with wrythen ribbing from the upper part of a bottle of bulbous shape, with
part of the neck (fig 12:18)

Anomalous
One piece with wide fluting, lcm between ridges, slightly diagonal, left-hand, with narrow,
2.5mm, horizontal ribbing crossing it (fig 12:14)
One piece curved, with thick tubular trail. This could be a failed (distorted) part of an alembic
(not illustrated)
one piece of neck, 7cm long by 2.2cm diam, 2mm thick, slightly curving, with point of
aftachment for handle 5cm from break; vertical ribbing 4mm apaft, ceasing 2.5cm below break.
From F3 area (not illustrated).

Smoother
About a third of the 'bun' part, and beginning of the handle. Late quality. From the Waste
Tip. This is a Late type in the Weald (Kenyon 1967, 90) (not illusirated).

lfour-glasses
Two rims:-
One, 3cm diam, hole 7mm diam, 2mm thick (fig 13:19)
One, 4.2cm diam, hole Smm diam, 3mm thick (fig 13:20). These, which appear to be of local
make, should be set against Kenyon's statement (1967,n), that no evidence has been found in
the Weald for the making of hour-glasses.

Cupping-glass
A small rim of boftle type, wide and nearly flat with narrow hole, 5cm externally, l.4cm
internally, 2mm thick, is not impossibly from a blood-lening cup. Renaud (1962, 4.5 and col
I l0) shows a small vessel from the Delft Charterhouse AD 1470-1571, with a very similar neck.
4cm diam but with opening l.5cm across (fig 13:21).

Globular Vessels

Two pieces are parts of the rims of the openings of vessels, the sides of which slope gently
away from the opening at a low angle without any neck, suggesting a bulbous or globular form.
The rims are thicker than the body of the vessels. These may be'scientific' glaisware, but as
one of the pieces has wrythen decoration, they are more likely to be domestic. The openings
mly be 

-designed 
for bungs or stoppers. No parallel can be traced. The opening of one piecels

l.7cm diam, the other l.3cm (fig 14:22, 23).

Plate
A piece with thickened rim, 3mm deep, has sharp thin trails lmm wide parallel to it on the
underside, and certainly comes from a plate or small dish. These were popular in the late l6th
century (Barrington Haynes 1959, 149; Thorpe 1961, ll3) (fig t5:24).
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Fig 14 Globular vessels. (Scale
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Fig 15 24. Rim of plate or small dish, with trail decoration; 25' foot of bowl'

Bowl
Rim of a foot, made from a double fold, forming a roll l.5cm deep, with part of the body,

which thickens to 4mm as it rises. The shape of the upper part cannot be determined, but the

foot is c 22 cm diam (cf illustrations in Bairington Haynes 1959, pl 39a and 5lc) (fig 15:25)'

Albarello
Two oieces (only one illustrated) which look like failed bases at first sight, in.fact, instead of

rising'to form the sides of a flask, are folded back, and there ioined by a straight outer skin.

Theie may be stoppers or caps for albarello-type iars (fig 16:26)'

Drinking Glasses etc

Two pieces (only one illustrated), having a thick plain rim,-6mm thick' 3.5cm diam, not

everted, from which rises an inner skin o? thinner glass, are almost certainly- knops from the

pedestai stems of drinking-glasses; the thin inner skin being the lower part of the bowl of the
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26
Fig 16 (?) Stopper of albarello-type iar. (Scale l:l).

27
Fig 17 Knop of pedestal stem. (Scale l:l).

vessel itself (cf Kenyon 1967 , pl XIV top left; or, more closely comparable, Barrington Haynes
1959, pl 63a) (fig 17:27).

Feet

Plaio rims
(Edges not folded or bent over) Three pieces:-
One is doubled by a ridge iust inside it, 7.6cm diam - is this a clumsy urinal rim?
Two are lOcm diam (not illustrated)

Rims folded over
Four pieces:-
One, lmm thick, rim folded underneath 4mm thick, lcm diam (fig l8:2S)
Two, very thin, 0.5mm, rim folded under for 4mm, rises unusually steeply from edge (72");
diam 7.4cm, (?) goblet stem (not illustrated)
One, lmm thick rim folded under for 9mm, diam 9.8cm, rises ar 45" (fig 18:29)

Pushed.in bases

With hollow rims, eight pieces, mostly very thin, lmm when doubled
One, nearly 2mm thick, shows top of foot with pontil mark l.3cm diam (fig 18:30)
One, a failed piece, thick towards kick, upper fold very thin, rim distoned (not illustrated)
Another pushed-in beaker base, distorted, has parallel white lines on one surface which are
probably due to weathering (not illustrated)
The pushed-in base is the result of a method of making a vessel, usually either beaker or
spherical shape, in one piece instead of, as in most vessels, joining the foot onto the body. The
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-tnJU
Fig l8 28. and 29. folded bases, 30. pushed-in base. (Scale 1:l).

pontil-mark is rnside the kick on the outer surface of the vessel and the upper part is continuous
with the outer skin of the base. Charleston (1979, 290) describes this method as 'the classic way
of forming the foot in the forest glasshouses of England'. The method has a long history, and
Barrington Haynes (1948, 147, and pl 3la) illustrates a late 4th century Gallic example.
Barrelet (1953) shows several l5th and l6th century vessels with high base (eg pl XXI bottom
right, and those carried by the pedlars in pls XXXII and XXXIII, cf Kenyon (1967, pl XI))
which probably reflect this technique. A somewhat clumsy example, but not unlike ours, is a
drinking-glass where the high kick forms the floor of the cavity of the vessel, illustrated in
Renaud (1962, fig +.1). This comes from the site of the Charterhouse in Delft, AD l+70-157l,
but may be of French origin. Parallels have been found at Oxford, Southampton and London
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Fig 19 Urinal rims end base.

(Charleston in Crossley & Aberg 1972). Excavated examples from glasshouses are not common.
One came from Bagot's Park, c 1535 (Crossley 1967,68), one from Rosedale, c 1590s (Crossley

& Aberg 1972, 135 and fig 60,, 16 and l7), and one from Woodchester (loc cit). A probably
roughly contemporary example in late glass was found by D L Williams in 1977 on the Reigate
Vicarage site, but not stratified (pers comm).

Uriaals
were prominent among the products of Knightons. They fall into two types:-

Typ€ I
With wide and heavy flaring rim and elongated round-based body of oval profile; examples
from London are recorded in Hume (1957, lO5 fig 2). A rim from Knightons is of this type;
3.8cm internal diam, ie the neck, 7.5cm external diameter, 3mm thick - unless this is just a

very large bonle (fig 19:35)
Another, in Late quality clear bluish glass, 3mm thick, with slightly thickened edge, l0cm
external diam, is not large enough to diagnose with certainty, but may well come from a urinal
also (not illustrated)
Also seven rims, plain, but three with right-hand wrythen decoration on neck after a gap.
Diameters range from 6cm, 6.4cm to 6.6cm (not illusrated).

Type 2

The other type has a flat brim with edge turned up veftically, the body is globular with a

straight neck. Examples from Winchester are illustrated in Charleston (1964, 148 and fig 16).

Rims
The rims are mostly thin, lmm; diameters range from 7.2cm to I lcm. One piece, l0cm diam,
has a vertical turn-up 4mm high. Twenty-three found, four illustrated (fig 19:31-4)

Bases

With pontil marks or low wads on the convex side (the bottom of the vessels) and no kicks;
most of these marks are c 4cm across. These bases are not easy to distinguish from recipient

34
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bases, but are here assigned to urinals on grounds of probability, in view of the large number of
rims. Nine found, one illustrated (fig 19:36).

Distilling Apparatus

Parts of all the components of these apparatus were found (many in the F3 area), and there is

no doubt that they are locally made; some are distorted (fig 20).

COMPLETE UNIT

The complete apparatus is known as either a still, alembic or limbeck, witn
variations in the spelling.

alembic, still-head, head ar.d helm

cucurbit, bod1t, matrass, fask and gourd
receiuer and bolrhead
lute

A. DOME

b. coLLECTING-cHANNEL
C. RIM

d. sYour: PiPe

Fig 20 Distilling appararus: generalised section, showing the components and their uses. (From C.C. Moore's note in
Moorhouse 1972, with acknowledgments).

A. ALEMBIG:

B. CUCURBIT

C. RECEIVER:

D. LUTE:

DETAILS OF THE ALEMBIC
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Alembics

Rims, with collecting-channels.
Four found, only two illustrated.
One, 2.9cm deep, 2mm thick, channel l.5cm deep, diam l0cm (fig 2l:38)
One in clear Late glass, 2cm deep, channel very shallow (fig 2l:37)

Spouts

One is complete, with small piece of gallery adhering, 3cm at mouth, pipe l.2cm diam at

5.5cm from mouth (fig 2l:39)
Fourteen fragments of pipe, some tapering, some straight tube, 7mm diam, and one 4mm (not

illustrated).

38{re
0s10
I I I t I I lcm

Fig 2l Alembic collecting channels, spouts and tubes.
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Cucurbits

Rims
6 plain, of which one is distorted, 2mm thick, diam 7cm, 9cm
Two are thickened with flat lip outside, 7mm wide, c 9cm diam
The smaller ones could be urinal rims, or even beaker bases (fig 22:41-5)'

Bases also occur, see page 31.

Receivers
Six large fragments (from F3 area), in clear Late glass. This has rim complete or broken off
close to it, 6mm thick, 4.3cm diarn (fig 22:46)
All except two of the remaining pieces can be reassembled to form a considerable pan of the
whole vessel, l6cm high by Scm diam - and this is not the full width (fig 22:47)

Ten miscellaneous pieces, one of these is ribbed and may be a thick beaker (not all illustrated,
fig 22:48-9)
For bases, see page 31. This apparatus is discussed on Microfiche 50
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Tubes
Seven pieces of straight tube, lmm, 2mm, and 3mm thick; 1,5-2cm diam. These are difficult to
identify, they could come from chemical glassware or from long-necked flasks, as from Bagot's
Park (see Moorhouse, 1972, lO3) Only one illustrated (fig 2l:,10).

Crown Window
Probably the bulk of the glass, and most of the flat. Most is of Early t/pe, except some from
F4. Rim and centre (bull's-eye) was found in quantity. The thickness is normally 1,5-2mm
(l.3cm at centre), and the diameters of the sheets range from 88cm (34V2 inches), (four
samples), to 90cm (35lz inches), (t*o samples). This implies great accuracy in estimating the
size of each gob, and high operative skill (not illustrated).

Bottles, Flasks etc
A wide variety was found of what was the second most important product of the glasshouse,
after crown. Harrington (1952,27 and 3l), illustrates possible types of bottles and vessel made
at Jamestown. (These are more comprehensive and useful than the corresponding figures in his
revised edition of 1972, p.34). The similarity with the finds at Knightons is very evident.

Necks end rims
These fall into two categories; those with straight or nearly straight rims, and those with flaring
rims.

Straigbt rims
Eleven:-
Six range from 2.lcm diam to 2.km; 2.8cm diam to 3.lcm: 2mm to 4mm thick
One, very thick, 8mm, and large, 3.6cm diam
One, 2.5mm thick, 3.2cm rim diam, is l0cm long, and shows the gently swelling profile (6cm
diam at l0cm from rim)
Three are Late; one l.6cm diam, 2.5mm thick; one 2.2cm diam; one (from Fl/2) 2.4cm diam,
4mm thick.
All these appear to be recipients (see fig 22).

Flaring rims
Thirty-six:-
These range from narrow necks l.5cm diam and l.Smm thick (eleven), through an intermediate
size - eg 3cm diam externally, l.6cm diam internally, lmm thick (six), to larger, heavier sizes -
eg 4.5cm externally, 2cm internally; 4.5cm externally, 2.7cm internally; 5.lcm externally, 3cm
internally; 4.5cm externally, 2.6cm internally (thirteen)
Five are Late clear (one from Fl area) - 3.2cm externally, l.5cm internally; 3.4cm externally,
l.6cm internally; 3.5cm externally, 2cm internally; ,lcm externally, 2-2.5cm internally
(distorted). Seven illustrated (fig 23:504).

Beses
If from flasks, these have the pontil mark on the concave underside, ie inside the kick. The
kicks can be either rounded (fig24:57,59-61) or'pointed'(fig24:58). They can be shallow or
deep. They fall, like the necks, into three size ranges:-

Small
Twenty found:-
Examples: 2.5cm diam by 6mm high; 3.6cm diam by l.lcm high; 3.5cm diam by l.3cm high;
3cm diam by 8mm high.

Medium
Thirty-two found:-
Examples: 4cm diam by l.2cm high; 4,5-5cm diam by l..lcm high (distorted); 5.2cm diam by
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Fig 22 Cucurbit and receiver
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52

Fig 23 Bottle necks.

o 5 cm
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l.7cm high.

Large
Eight found:-
Examples: 7cm diam by l.Scm high; 7.5cm diam by l.7cm high; 9cm diam by 2.'tcm high.
One medium base has walls rising vertically, instead of, as is normal, at a low angle, which
indicates a straight-sided bottle, not a bellied flask. Some of the bases are more oval than round.
A long straight neck, 2.7cm externally, l.8cm internally, was found in the north chamber of
F4. This is nearly lOcm long and 4.5cm diameter at that point. Near it was a wide base, 7cm
diam to middle of the 'trough' and kick 2cm high. It is very probable that these come from the

same flask, and the figure suggests a possible outline of the vessel (fig 25:62)

The Waste Tip
This contained a fairly representative sample of the products of the glasshouse, but it was not
fully excavated and not every piece was collected. A random sample consisted of:-
One crown centre trimmed to roundel
One possible handle or drip
Six kick (flask) bases
Three urinal or recipient bases

Two pieces of recipient or cucurbit
Three large tubes or narrow necks
One wide foot with turned-down edge, 8.5cm diam
One foot with turned-down edge and steep rise (goblet). These are all types occurring in the list
above (none illustrated).

Miscellaneous Unidentified Pieces

Possible waste included seven pieces, mostly thick, in contorted shapes, which could not be

ascribed to recognisable types, but
One is a solid plug 2.2cm long and l.3cm diam, perhaps from a blowpipe
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Fis 24 Bottle bases.

One piece of thickened plain rim, from an object lOcm diam, 3mm thick, Late quality clear
bluish-green (none illustrated).

Drips and Rods

Of various shapes and sizes. A random selection of fifteen Early and seven Late was made.
Drips and threads of glass may arise merely by dripping off the pontil as the gob is gathered,
but they can also occur as a result of deliberate testing of the melt to ensure the right viscosity
for using (Harrington 1972,46). A similar suggestion has been made by Six (1976, 133) -
'vermudich waren sie (die Glastropfen) ebenfalls ein Fertigerzeugnis'-'presumably the drips of
glass also indicated readiness for use'.

Strike-offs
(Knock-offs, welting-off rings or wads). A large number was found, from which a random
selection was kept. They reflect pontils of l.8cm and l.6cm. diameter.

The Late glass ranges from yellowish through mid-green to bluish-green, and sixteen pieces
were selected to illustrate this. It is also harder and sharper than the Early. All the Early glass
is more or less weathered or opaque, iridised or encrusted; much of it is dark greenish-brown
on the surface. Where clear it is pale green, or deeper green if in lumps. Three pieces were
selected to represent an advanced stage of weathering decay, with porous or layered interior (a

sandwich of darkJight-dark). Weathering sometimes takes the form of thin, white, apparently
scratched lines, which can seem deceptively like intentional marking-out. Examples are:-
A flat piece with grozed, straight edge, with lines in squares of 2.5cm sides (not illustrated)
A clear Late piece snapped off on three sides of a square 4cm, but the fourth side failed - this
side has a line.
A crown edge with three rough parallel lines (none illustrated).

There was also a considerable quantity of lump glass, both Early and Late, this came from
crucible residues; several pieces of crucible base had thick deposits of glass adhering. Much frit
and scum (formerly known as 'slag') came particularly from F3. Cindery material probably
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represents clay impregnated with glass or sand and burnt hard.

from furnace walls, etc were common; some of the clay had

? , , , , ? tt lP

Fig 25 Reconstruction of bonle from neck and base in F4-

Burnt stones and lumps of claY,

glass spill on one side.

Other Finds

Cnrcibles (For description see Microfiche 26-\9; for discussion see Microfiche 55-60)'
A large number of fragments was scattered all over the site. The pots with thicker walls (2cm

and o-ver) were bucket--shaped; those with thinner walls (l,l-l.8cm) had straight sides incurving-

for the top few centimetrei. The rims were of a form distinctive to Knightons - a-'signature' of
the makei - being pinched-in to a sharp edge on the inside of the pot, leaving a flat or slightly

rounded rim (fig-22:$-6). Only three pots were found with different rim-forms, these were
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Fig 26 crucible rims 6l-66 (standard Knightons ryPe), decorated;67. crucible base.
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Fig 27 Crucible rims, anomalous forms

cm

Fig 28 71. Fragment of blowing iron; 72. Iron strap.

heavy and squashy, rolled over to proiect either inside the pot or on both sides. These were
clearfy the work of another maker (fig 27:68-70).
Some of the pieces had glass adhering to them, and, in the case of bases (fig 26:67), sometimes
quite thick masses. One very large complete base was found in the Waste Tip, filled with fused
cinderv frit (Plate l0). A few pieces from the rim parts of pots were ornamented with incised
lines; one has an interlacing pattern (fig 26:66). The crucibles were not made from the local
clay, but none the less appeared to have been made at the glasshouse.

Iron. Several pieces were found, representing pontils, blowing-iron, strap and nails (fig 28:7 l-
2). (See Microfiche 29-Jl\
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Fig 29 73. Lead came;74. bronze ring.

UY AEL

SECTION CONJECTURAL R'ESTORATION

Fig l0 Double furnace ar Jamestown, Virginia (1608), possibly used for continuous annealing (from Harrington 1972,

with acknowledgments).

Pottery. Fragments of seven vessels, including saltglaze stone-ware (brown speckled on qley):
plain gritty buff, unglazed, with flat rim; a shallow bowl, pale redware, black or grey inside; a
stor"gi iai, pinky-b,rff griny, blackish outside, unglazed; and green-glaze ware. These- are all

l6thlentury types. In addition, yellow-glaze bowl, l8-l9th century; and blue _and 
white

earthen-wari, aftir c l7X). These may be related to the canal. For descriptions see Microfiche

3l-2; for discussion of the significance of the pottery for life at the glasshouse, see Microfiche

60-2 (none illustrated).

n/:/4
DOUL0 ELs
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Fig 3l Two-chambered horizontal furnace, Trestenshult, Sweden (from Stromberg 1932, wirh acknowledgments).
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Fig 12 Crown annealing furnace, French type (from Enryclopedie t765)
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Coin. A base silver shilling of Edward VI, 1550, came from the east chamber of F4. It was in
"very good" condition, and is crucial for the dating of the glasshouse. (See Microfiche 32) (not
illustrated).
Lead cames from windows (fig 29:71).

A bronze (l) thin wire penannular ring (fig 29:7+).

Oyster shells perhaps for lime.
A (?) padstone (not illustrated).
Bricks, unregulated sizes, no frogs (see Microfiche 34) (not illustrated).
Tiles, flat, with .nail-holes.

Objects not associated with the glasshouse included/rzt fahes; sbeE G) bones; clay pipe bowl,
of Osr,r'ald's type 4 (1650-80) or 6 (1680-1710); l8th century wine-bottle fragments; modern bottle
(none illustrated).

CONCLUSIONS

The products of Knightons were mainly of Early type Forest glass. The small proportion of
glass of Late type presents a problem. Much of it may be brought-in cullet, originaling from
other Wealden glasshouses not yet located; but some was found in the furnaces, and if of home
manufacture, may be freak or genuinely experimental. The evidence, such as it is, points to
Knightons being active in the 1550s, although it could begin in the 1540s and continue into the
1560s. This implies that Late glass begins, if only in a small way and in one glasshouse, at least
by the early 1560s, which brings the currently accepted date forward by a few years.
Knightons seems to be one of the last glasshouses to use furnaces of the old medieval type, of
rectangular plan with rows of sieges on each side of a long, straight, central fire-trench. The
Late furnaces are either precision-built in brick or stone or both, to geometric designs (eg
Fernfold), or are of the winged type (Buckholt, Vann, Rosedale, Hutton) which is associated
with immigrants from Lorraine. The lower-temperature processes at Knightons were carried
out in separate furnaces.

The innovation at, and the importance of, this site, is the special two.chambered horizontal
annealing furnace designed for crown sheets, so far unique in England. This makes it reason-
ably certain that Knightons was operated by glassmakers who had come direct from Normandy
for this PurPose. But the mixture of furnace-types remains puzzling, unless this too is a direct
French influence. In the English context Knightons may be regarded as the last of the medieval
glasshouses, with one foot in the past, but on the watershed, looking forward into the new age
of wider demand, and of new production methods and industrial organisation to meet it.

Deposit of Finds The site owners, the Forestry Commission, have kindly consented to the
finds being lodged in Guildford Museum, Castle Arch. The museum reference is RB 1577. A
small representative selection of glass and crucible will also, with permission, be offered to the
Pilkington Glass Museum, St Helen's, and to the Corning Museum of Glass, New York, USA.
It is hoped to mount a small display at the Forestry Commission's Information Centre in Alice
Holt Forest, and to include the site in a projected Sidney Wood Trail. The excavation notes
and working papers have been given to the library of the Surrey Archaeological Society, Castle
Arch, Guildford.
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